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Students and Validity
How Often are Students Used as Subjects?

Kam, Wilking, and Zechmeister (2007) �nd that in the top three
journals of political science, APSR, AJPS, and the JOP, from
1990-2006, approximately 25% of articles on experimentation used
student samples.

However, in two more specialized journals in political psychology,
Political Behavior & Political Psychology, found that approximately
70% of the studies were conducted with student samples during the
same time period.

Since these �gures combine both laboratory and non-laboratory
experiments such as �eld survey experiments which are a greater
preponderance of the experimental papers in the top three journals,
they understate the dominance of student subject pools in political
science laboratories.
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Students and Validity
How Often are Students Used as Subjects?

Studies that have focused more exclusively on laboratory experiments
show a much greater use of student subjects.

For example, Danielson and Holm (2007) surveyed 60 laboratory
experimental economics papers published in top experimental journals
and found only 4 did not use students as subjects.

Similarly, Henry (2008a) surveyed experimental research articles on
prejudice in the top-ranked empirical journals in social psychology and
found that approximately 92% of used student samples.
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Students and Validity
Reasons for Using Students as Subjects

Convenient � researchers typically based at universities

Students can generally easily �t an hour or two experiment into their
schedules,

Can be paid low wages,

Can be recruited in large numbers,

Are easy to contact for recruiting,

Are often interested and excited about participating in a research
endeavor.
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Students and Validity
Reasons for Using Students as Subjects

Principal advantage � increases ability to compare experimental
manipulations over time.

Often not possible anticipate manipulations

Having a large subject pool that is relatively homogeneous over time,
increases ability to think of manipulations over time as randomly
assigned.

Pool automatically refreshes over time while maintaining the relative
homogeneity as well, something that may not happen with a subject
pool of �professional subjects� that can possibly develop with internet
experiments.

Also arguably increases comparability of experiments conducted
across researchers.
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Internal Validity and Subject Pools
Representativeness and Statistical Validity: Sampling Issues and the Target Population

As Henry (2008a,b) contends, in some cases a researcher may
consider target population larger than undergraduate subject pool.

Goal might be to estimate causal e¤ect of some treatment among
citizens in a particular city or region.

Then there are sampling issues, issues of statistical validity, since
subject pool is rarely representative.

An internal validity concern, not an external robustness concern, since
it has to do with statistical representativeness of undergraduates to a
larger, more diverse target population.

Also concern when political scientists recruit subjects through
newspaper advertisements as in Iyengar (1987) or from civic groups &
temporary employment agencies as Mutz has.
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Internal Validity and Subject Pools
Representativeness and Statistical Validity: Sampling Issues and the Target Population

Is this just a de�nitional slight of hand?

Why isn�t this just an external validity or question about the
generalizability from experiments with a target population of an
undergraduate subject pool to a larger population in a region?

The distinction is not merely how we think of the target population,
but also how we think about the solution to the problem.

If the solution is to seek out a sample that is more representative of
the larger population, then clearly this larger population is the target
population and we are dealing with the problem through trying to
increase the statistical validity of the results.
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Internal Validity and Subject Pools
Representativeness and Statistical Validity: Sampling Issues and the Target Population

Some experimentalists attempt to draw a representative sample from
target populations in order to satisfy statistical validity.

An early e¤ort by political scientists to draw an random sample of the
local population is presented in the work of Sigelman, Sigelman, and
Walkosz, (1992) who conducted their experiment in a county
courthouse while prospective jurors were waiting for assignment to a
jury panel.

They used the reasoning that the random selection of jurors
approached a random sample of the local population with driver�s
licenses.
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Internal Validity and Subject Pools
Representativeness and Statistical Validity: Sampling Issues and the Target Population

Recently, Kam, Wilking, and Zechmeister (2007) recruited a random
sample of subjects from the university sta¤ (excluding professors,
research positions, and faculty who serve as administrators) as well as
a random sample from the local community surrounding the
university.

They found that the university sta¤ who volunteered for the
experiment were not signi�cantly di¤erent on these dimensions from
those that volunteered from the local community except that they
were younger (the local community drew also from retired persons)
and more female (although this can be largely explained by a
sampling disparity that oversampled women among sta¤ compared to
the local community).

Ethical Issues, however.
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Internal Validity and Subject Pools
Representativeness and Statistical Validity: Sampling Issues and the Target Population

Harrison, Lau, & Williams (2002), who use a random sample from the
Danish population in an experiment to estimate discount rates for the
Danish population.

Bellemare, Kroger, & Van Soest (2008) use a large representative
sample from Dutch population as subjects for experiments on
ultimatum game.

Use results to estimate inequity aversion or the desire for fairness or
equity in bargains in the Dutch population.

Habyarimana, Humphreys, Posner, & Weinstein�s (2007) game
theoretic experiments in Kampala, Uganda, drew from a random
sample of population in the city using methods similar to that used in
survey research in that area in an e¤ort to estimate internally valid
estimates of behavior in the target population.
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Internal Validity and Subject Pools
Representativeness and Statistical Validity: Sampling Issues and the Target Population

Is the nonrandom sample many laboratory experimentalists use
problematic for making inferences when the target population is larger
and more diverse?

Egas & Riedl (2008) conduct internet-based public goods game
experiment (virtual laboratory experiment) in the Netherlands with
subjects di¤ered markedly from undergraduates.

Subjects were allowed to punish other subjects but varied cost &
impact of punishment.

The qualitative results�how subjects�choices varied with cost &
impact of punishment�similar to undergraduates.
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Internal Validity and Subject Pools
Volunteer Subjects and Experiment Drop-o¤

Of particular concern for experimentalists of all types is the selection
problem.

Subjects must volunteer for laboratory experiments and in almost all
�eld experiments can refuse the manipulation.

Furthermore, in �eld experiments that take place over time or in
virtual laboratory experiments, some subjects may choose to drop out
of an experiment before the experiment is completed.
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Internal Validity and Subject Pools
Volunteer Subjects and Experiment Drop-o¤

In general, & not surprisingly, there are di¤erences between those who
participate and those who do not; the characteristics of volunteer
participants can be signi�cantly di¤erent from those who choose not
to participate.

Levitt and List (200x) review some of this literature & conjecture that
the di¤erences may a¤ect the interpretations of the results in the
laboratory experiments in economics.

However, the most recent such study cited by them was conducted in
1975, which gives one pause when extrapolating to experiments of a
completely di¤erent type conducted 30 years later.

Levitt and List also note two studies in economics of the e¤ects of
�nancial incentives on subject recruitment & subject type [see
Harrison et al (2005) and Rutstrom (1998)]. Discuss later.
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Internal Validity and Subject Pools
Volunteer Subjects and Experiment Drop-o¤

A few more recent studies in psychology have examined particular
aspects of subject pool selection issues with mixed results.

One of the di¢ culties in conducting these studies is gathering data on
subjects who choose not to volunteer.

Therefore, experimentalists investigating this question usually
compare subjects who volunteer for at least part of the experiment or
consider questions of balance in recruitment or timing of recruitment.

Furthermore, although these studies typically demonstrate signi�cant
di¤erences across the subject pools, they rarely consider the e¤ects
these di¤erences may have on experimental results.
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Internal Validity and Subject Pools
Volunteer Subjects and Experiment Drop-o¤

Pagan, Eaton, Turkheimer, and Oltmanns (2006) compared peer
evaluations of subjects who signed a consent form to participate in an
experiment but failed to follow through with the peer evaluations of
subjects who did participate in the experiment fully.

They �nd that according to peers the subjects who failed to follow
through were considered as being higher on narcissism or
non-assertiveness.

Porter and Whitcomb (2005) compare the voluntary participation of
subjects in four separate student surveys.

They �nd that the subjects who participated most were more likely to
be female and socially engaged, less likely to be on �nancial aid, more
likely to be an investigative personality type and less likely to be an
enterprising personality type.
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Internal Validity and Subject Pools
Volunteer Subjects and Experiment Drop-o¤

Wang and Jentsch (1998), Zelenski, Rusting, and Larsen (2003), Avi,
Zelenski, Rallo, and Larsen (2002), and Bender (2007) consider issues
such as the time of day or year that subjects participate.

They �nd that there are signi�cant personality di¤erences across
subjects that can be explained by these variables.

However, Wang and Jentsch found that these did not have a
signi�cant e¤ect on the subjects�choices in their particular decision
making experiment.

In a similar study, McCray, Bailly, and King (2005) consider the
possible consequences of overrepresentation of psychology majors in
psychology experiments.

They �nd that in the particular types of decision-making experiments
they conducted, nonpsychology majors choices were not signi�cantly
di¤erent.
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Construct Validity and Students
When the Target Population is Humanity

Many research problems in political science have a speci�c target
population.

In others do not have a speci�c target population.

For example, Bassi (2008) evaluates di¤erent alternative voting
mechanisms such as Borda count, plurality rule, and approval voting.

Her research goal is not to explain how these voting mechanisms
a¤ect behavior in a speci�c target population since no speci�c target
population exists in which voters have a choice between such
mechanisms.

She is interested in an existence result; that is, given some sample of
humans, does the theoretical predictions about these di¤erent voting
mechanisms receive support.

It does not matter to the research where the sample of humans comes
from for such an initial study.
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Construct Validity and Students
When the Target Population is Humanity

Blanton and Jaccard state this argument as follows:

It would be wrong, however, to say that social psychologists
have no interest in populations. The fact that they use
inferential statistics reveals their own tacit assumption that the
individuals they study are a random sample from a population.
The question then becomes �Who is this population?� Stated
another way, social psychologists turn the traditional approach of
specifying a population and then seeking a random sample on its
head. They instead start with a sample and then argue that the
sample can be construed as a random sample from some
population of individuals. The task then turns into one of
�guring out who that population might be. The focus is on
generalizability of the results, rather than the representativeness
of a sample.
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Construct Validity and Students
When the Target Population is Humanity: Dangers

It could be the case that the convenience sample of students leads to
a bias in the theories that receive further investigation in either
theoretical or empirical research.

Then the results from the experiment will bias future theoretical and
empirical research in certain ways until this fundamental di¤erence is
discovered. Ideally the bias is self limiting through scienti�c
replication.

But in the meantime it can have a consequential e¤ect as research

But these costs must be weighed against bene�ts � if restrict
experimentation to what we can do without student subjects, will
accomplish much less research.
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Construct Validity and Students
Game Theoretic Models and Students

Most laboratory experiments evaluating game theoretic predictions
use repetition to allow subjects to gain experience as a more accurate
way of evaluating the theory than in a one-shot game.

A number of results found with student subjects have been
investigated to see if they hold with nonstudents.

Then compare results in one-shot games without repetition with
students to those with students.

Focus on those most relevant to political science & review is not
comprehensive.
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Game Theoretic Models and Students
Experiments with Repetition: Evidence on Mixed Strategies

Palacios-Huerta & Volij created a laboratory game that mirrored the
soccer penalty kick game using the probabilities of winning calculated
from observed soccer games.

Used as subjects professional soccer kicker-goalkeeper pairs as well as
male undergraduate student pairs excluding economics & mathematics
students & those with soccer backgrounds to play the game.

Found professional soccer players performed much closer to the
theoretical predicted equilibria probabilities than undergraduates.
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Game Theoretic Models and Students
Experiments with Repetition: Evidence on Mixed Strategies

Wooders (2008) performed additional tests on the data.

Found evidence that the soccer players were not choosing according
to the equilibrium predictions.

Evidence that soccer players choices in �rst half of experiment were
correlated with their choices in second half.

If players overplayed (underplayed) a card in the �rst half, the players
underplayed (overplayed) the card in the second half.
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Game Theoretic Models and Students
Experiments with Repetition: Evidence on Mixed Strategies

Wooders also examined the distribution of the choices of the players
and found that the distribution of the choices were not as predicted if
the soccer players had been using a mixed strategy, but the
distribution of the choices of the students were closer to that
predicted by the mixed strategy.

Thus, the comparison of the subjects does not give a clear answer as
to whether experience with a similar game does lead individuals to be
better able to choose as predicted in equilibrium.
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Game Theoretic Models and Students
Experiments with Repetition: Evidence on Mixed Strategies

Levitt, List, and Reiley (2008) replicated the Palacios-Huerta & Volij
soccer player experiments with four di¤erent subject pools:

college students from the University of Arizona
three types of professionals: professional poker players at the 2006
World Series of Poker in Las Vegas, Nevada; American professional
soccer players in their locker rooms; and world-class bridge players.

Found little evidence professionals�experiences transferred to
laboratory & that choices of all four were generally not close to mixed
strategy predictions.

Contend results suggest professionals unable to transfer their skills at
randomization from the familiar context of the �eld to the unfamiliar
context of the laboratory.
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Game Theoretic Models and Students
Experiments with Repetition: Evidence on Backward Induction and Common Knowledge

Palacios-Huerta and Volij (forthcoming) compare the choices of
expert chess players with students in the centipede game.

Nash equilibrium of the centipede game is for the �rst mover to
choose take & for the game to be over ��backwards induction.�

Not rationality alone that implies backward induction solution to the
centipede game, but common knowledge of rationality.

If rational individuals think there is a possibility that others are not
rational, then it is optimal to not take on the �rst round.
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Game Theoretic Models and Students
Experiments with Repetition: Evidence on Backward Induction and Common Knowledge

Palacios-Huerta & Volij use expert chess players to manipulate
subjects�beliefs about degree of rationality in game, as an e¤ort to
manipulate common knowledge.

Presumption is that chess players known able use backwards
induction.

Two experiments, one in] �eld with only expert chess players & one in
lab which used mixtures of expert chess players & students.

Found when chess players played against chess players outcome close
to game theoretic prediction.

Furthermore, every chess player converged fully to equilibrium play by
5th time played
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Game Theoretic Models and Students
Experiments with Repetition: Evidence on Backward Induction and Common Knowledge

Found when students played against chess players, outcome was
closer to the subgame-perfect equilibrium than when students played
against students.

Students�choices were di¤erent when they knew that there was a
probability they were playing against chess players, than when the
other players were not chess players.

When students played chess players, by 10th repetition college
students choices also extremely close to equilibrium play.

Results imply that observations in other experiments in which subjects
choose contrary to game theoretic predictions may be a consequence
of a failure of common knowledge of rationality rather than rationality
of the subjects.
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Game Theoretic Models and Students
One-Shot Games

With advent of a new experimental laboratory at Oxford University,
Belot, Duch, & Miller (2009) conducted an interesting �rst
experiment comparing students & nonstudents from the Oxford area
on a series of one-shot games

Also measure the subjects risk preferences by having subjects
participate in a series of lotteries, survey basic demographic
information, and administer an IQ test.
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Game Theoretic Models and Students
One-Shot Games

Belot et al �nd signi�cant di¤erences between students &
nonstudents in these one-shot games.

Find in games in which subjects typically make choices that may
suggest motives of altruism, fairness, or trust, students are less likely
to exhibit these alternative motives than nonstudents, even
controlling for their measures of risk preferences, cognitive abilities,
and demographic variables.

Argue that their results suggest that in these types of models, student
choices should be seen as a lower bound for such deviations.
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Game Theoretic Models and Students
One-Shot Games

To some extent this evidence is not surprising given the results of
other experiments on one-shot games and how dependent they can be
on presentation etc. as found by Chou et al�s experiment on the
guessing game.

Whether these di¤erences are signi�cant if repetition with
randomization is allowed is an open question.
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Construct Validity and Students
Models of Political Elite Behavior & Subject Pools

Suppose a theory is about how legislators bargain over ministries.

What would results from experiments testing that theory using
undergraduate subjects mean?

One view is that the theory, at a deep level, is a mathematical model
of human behavior in a generic choice situation that happens to also
be considered an applied model of legislative bargaining.

In this generic sense, as argued above, the theory can be tested on
any humans, since the underlying model is really simply a model of
how humans would interact in a particular situation.

Again, we focus on an existence result & external validity when we
turn to other subjects.
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Construct Validity and Students
Models of Political Elite Behavior & Subject Pools

On the other hand, if we want to think of the theory that is evaluated
as an applied theory of political elite behavior, it is a question of
construct validity when the subject pool is comprised of
undergraduates.

In book discuss three recent political science experiments that have
compared experimental results testing theories of political elite
behavior in the laboratory with undergraduates to similar experiments
with subject populations of political experts.

Two of these three studies seem to suggest that political elites are
more likely to make choices that �t the predictions of decision
theoretic expected utility theories or game theoretic models than
undergraduates. Unclear what the incentives were for subjects in the
third experiment.
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Construct Validity and Students
Models of Political Elite Behavior & Subject Pools

Frechette (2008) reviews nine studies in experimental economics that
compare student subjects to professionals which work with a
particular theoretical construct.

Frechette �nds that in �ve of the studies the professionals and
students make signi�cantly di¤erent choices but that in two of the
�ve, the students are closer to the theory than the professionals and
in one study there are multiple possible solutions to the theory and
the professionals and students coordinate on di¤erent equilibria.

Thus, in only two of the nine studies is there robust evidence that
students perform more poorly than professionals.
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Construct Validity and Students
Models of Political Elite Behavior & Subject Pools: Solutions

Recruit student subjects who have the likely experience in same games
as in the experiments (for elites, student council members & such)

Recruit undergraduates are more likely to have experience in a
situation like that modeled (not same situation, but with same
general form).

Give subjects experience with game through repetition &
randomization.
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External Validity and Subject Pools
Experiments Conducted with Multiple Subject Pools

Herrmann, Thoni, and Gachter (2008) report on a set of experiments
conducted in 16 di¤erent countries but with subject pools that were
undergraduates & were common in terms of education, age, and
relative wealth.

Examined behavior in a public goods game with or without giving the
subjects the ability to punish other group members.

Found that subjects in game without punishment behaved largely
similarly across countries, particularly so with experience.

However, in the game with punishment choices varied signi�cantly
across countries, even with experience.
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External Validity and Subject Pools
Experiments Conducted with Multiple Subject Pools

In another noteworthy recent study, Henrich, et al. (2005, 2006)
compare experiments conducted in 15 diverse locales using subject
pools from freshmen at Emory University in Atlanta Georgia to rain
forest communities in Papua New Guinea.

Similar to the Herrman et al experiments, they �nd some similarities
across all subject pools and some distinctions.

Again, the results appear to hinge crucially on the interaction between
the subject pool and the experimental research question.

There are some considerable di¤erences in the subject pools and
experimental protocols independent of culture that could explain the
di¤erences.
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Meta-Analysis and Subject Pool Comparisons
The Ultimatum Game

Oosterbeek, Sloof, and van de Kuilen (2003) point out two major
problems with using cross-country studies to consider issues of
generalizability of results.

First, the cross-country analyses usually only compare the results from
experiments in one possible location or subject pool in a country with
the results from a similar single possible location or subject pool in
another country.

Second, Oosterbeek, et al. note that in the �usual
cross-country/cross-culture studies� the �cross-country di¤erences are
attributed to cultural di¤erences without specifying the cultural traits
that underlie di¤erences in subjects�behavior.�
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Meta-Analysis and Subject Pool Comparisons
The Ultimatum Game

Oosterbeek, et. al., take a di¤erent approach to evaluating the
robustness or generalizability of the results on the ultimatum game.

Conduct a meta-analysis of 37 di¤erent papers with results from
ultimatum game experiments from 25 di¤erent countries.

Found that there was no signi�cant di¤erences between the proposals
o¤ered in the games that could be explained by geographical region.

Responders behavior did signi�cantly vary by region.
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Meta-Analysis and Subject Pool Comparisons
The Ultimatum Game

In order to determine if cultural indicators for the di¤erent regions
might explain di¤erences in behavior, they considered the explanatory
power of the cultural classi�cations of Hofstede (1991) and Inglehart
(2000).

None of the Hofstede measures were signi�cant and only one of
Inglehart�s measures � speci�cally they found that proposers�behavior
did vary with Inglehart�s scale of respect for authority.

A higher score implied a lower o¤er.

There was no signi�cant e¤ect of the scale on responder behavior,
however, this may suggest that since proposers�behavior was changed
there was no e¤ect on responder behavior.
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Meta-Analysis and Subject Pool Comparisons
Framing Experiments

Another experimental result that has been the subject of extensive
scienti�c replication with di¤erent subject pools is the framing e¤ects
�rst discovered by Tversky and Kahneman (1981).

In Tversky and Kaheman�s original experiment gave subjects a choice
between two policy programs to combat a disease.

In one treatment the programs were presented in terms of how many
would be saved (positive frame) and in the other the treatment the
programs were presented in terms of how many would die (negative
frame).

The programs had the same expected numbers of dead and living, but
in one program the outcome was presented as nonrisky (or safe),
while in the other the outcome was presented as risky.

The subjects were more likely to choose the nonrisky option in the
positive frame and the risky option in the negative frame.
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Meta-Analysis and Subject Pool Comparisons
Framing Experiments

Numerous experiments have been conducted in political science
studying how framing may a¤ect public opinion and it has become
commonplace to accept that framing e¤ects can alter voters�
preferences.

Most involves student subject pools, but some involve nonstudent
pools.
Are the results robust to expanding the subject pool?
Kuhberger (1998) conducted a meta-analysis of the results from 136
empirical papers on framing e¤ects with nearly 30,000 participants.
Although he found that some of the design choices in the di¤erent
experiments a¤ected the sizes of the framing e¤ects found, he found
that there was little di¤erence between the size of the framing e¤ect
found with students compared to that found with nonstudents,
suggesting that for this particular experimental result, student
subjects make choices similar to those of nonstudent subjects.
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